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A VIEW OF THE PROGRESS ON THE NEW BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER!

CONSTRUCTION COMING SOON: CONTINUED SITE HARDSCAPE INSTALLATION, BEAR DOWN GYM RENOVATION START, AND COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER EXTERIOR METAL SIDING!
VIEW OF HARDSCAPE WORK TO THE NORTH OF MAIN LIBRARY POD 'A'. BRICK HAS BEEN REMOVED FOR NEW CONCRETE BANDS TO BE INSTALLED

VIEW FACING SOUTH BETWEEN WEAVER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY AND BEAR DOWN GYM. A NEW STEEL PLANTER IS BEING ADDED!
CENTRAL STAIR STRINGERS (THE STEEL THAT EVENTUALLY HOLD THE TREADS) ARE INSTALLED WITH TEMPORARY RAILINGS AND TREADS IN THE BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER

A VIEW OF THE OFFICE CORRIDOR WALL AND DOORFRAME PROGRESS!

RESTROOM WALL TILE IS BEING INSTALLED!
A view of the Bartlett Academic Success Center exterior progress!

Bartlett Academic Success Center drywall work is ongoing and painting is starting!
The Weaver Science-Engineering Library is getting more finishing touches!

Weaver Science-Engineering Library restroom plumbing fixtures and millwork are going in!